Use of non-destructive testing for the evaluation of the preservation state of Iquique Clock Tower, Chilean Historic Monument
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Abstract
The Clock Tower, a typical expression of the saltpeter period, is located in Arturo Prat Square in Iquique, Chile. The building, completely made of wood, has endured the passing of time without major modifications. There is concern about its conservation state. However, there are no records of in-depth evaluations that determine its conservation state. The present study, carried out through the use of non-destructive testing (NDT), is an evaluation of its current state. Basic inspection and structural analysis were also included. The results indicate that the wood of the building corresponds to the species *Pseudotsuga menziesii* (Oregon Pine). The basic inspection does not reveal any significant damage. However, there is evidence of attacks by insects in the larval stage, social insects and brown rot fungi. Abiotic deterioration by defibering is also observed. NDT studies—ultrasound, resistography and xyle hygrometry—allowed the estimation of density and static modulus of elasticity (MOE) in bending. The low density of wood is shown in a static MOE value of only 4.4 GPa. According to Chilean regulations, wood elements were classified as structural class F3. However, the structural analysis determined that the working stresses did not exceed the admissible stresses. At the foundations level, it is necessary to perform intervention actions.
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Resumen
La Torre del Reloj, una expresión representativa del período salitrero, se encuentra ubicada en la plaza Arturo Prat de Iquique – Chile. El edificio, construido íntegramente en madera, ha sobrellevado el paso del tiempo sin grandes modificaciones. Existe preocupación respecto a su estado de conservación. Sin embargo, no hay registros de evaluaciones profundas que determinen su actual condición. El presente estudio, realizado mediante la utilización de técnicas no destructivas (NDT), es una evaluación de su actual estado. Se consideró, además, inspección básica y análisis estructural. Los resultados indican que la madera del edificio corresponde a la especie *Pseudotsuga menziesii* (Pino Oregón). La inspección básica no da cuenta de daños significativos. No obstante, se evidencia el ataque de insectos de ciclo larvario, insectos sociales y hongos de pudrición café. Deterioro abiótico por desfibrado también es observado. Los estudios realizados mediante NDT- ultrasonido, resistografía y xilohigrometría—permitieron la estimación de la densidad y del módulo de elasticidad (MOE) estático en flexión. La baja densidad de la madera se manifiesta en un valor de MOE estático de solo 4,4 GPa. De acuerdo a la normativa chilena los elementos de madera fueron clasificados como clase estructural F3. No obstante lo anterior, el análisis estructural determinó que las tensiones de trabajo no superan las tensiones admisibles. A nivel de fundación es necesario realizar acciones de intervención.

Palabras clave: Torre del reloj, evaluación, madera, NDT, MOE.

Introduction and description of the problem
Wood is the material that has accompanied the human being uninterruptedly from the most remote ancient times to the present day (Rodríguez, 1998). This material is deteriorated by a wide variety of biotic and abiotic mechanisms.

The process of evaluating wooden buildings involves a series of simultaneous studies (Coscollano, 2003). In many cases, their condition and characteristic prevent the collection of large samples for analysis, so the use of NDT is required to complement the studies (Rodríguez, 1998). NDT is used to evaluate different physical and/or mechanical properties. It is also used to detect and evaluate defects in a part or structure without altering its capabilities (Tanasoiu et al., 2002). In the case of wood, these techniques can be used to assess the damage caused by biodeterioration agents (Ross and Pellerin, 1994), or to detect defects and characterize the mechanical properties of wood and composite materials (Emerson et al., 1998). The application of NDT, for the evaluation of historic wooden buildings, has been extensively developed (Basterra et al., 2017; Ortiz et al., 2017; Basterra et al., 2009; Basterra et al., 2008).

The clock tower (Figure 1)—built under the Peruvian Regime—is located in Arturo Prat Square in Iquique, Chile (Fox, 2012). Its construction was performed as a replacement for the clock of the main tower of the Main Church that was destroyed in a big fire in June 1873 (Donoso, 2003).

The design of this building is attributed to the engineer Manuel Lapeyrouse (Mineduc, 1987). The construction was located in the middle of the square, facing the axis of the current Luis Uribe Street (Advis, 2009). Its inauguration was held at the beginning of 1879, a few months before the start of the War of the Pacific (Donoso, 2003; Advis, 2009). Together with the clock tower, there are other buildings that constitute urban expressions that are typical of the saltpeter period of the city, such as the municipal theater, the society for the protection of the theater of Tarapacá, the Spanish social club and the Croatian club (Fox, 2012).

The 24.58-meter-high clock tower was built of wood based on three square section stepped bodies. However, it is possible to distinguish five levels before reaching the ceiling structure. In their three bodies, there are pointed, scalloped and trefoil arches interpreting a Mudéjar style. The building was declared a National Historic Monument in 1987 (Mineduc, 1987).

There is concern about its conservation state. However, there are no records of in-depth evaluations that determine its current condition. The development of intervention actions in the building for its maintenance and preservation
will require the evaluation of construction elements and its structural condition. The present study aimed at the diagnosis of the preservation state of Iquique clock tower through the use of NDT.

**Materials and methods**

**Place of study and location**

The place of study corresponds to Iquique clock tower located in the Tarapacá Region, Iquique Province, Chile. Latitude and longitude coordinates are: 20° 12’ 51” S, 70° 9’ 9” W.

**Evaluation methodology**

The proposal by Basterra et al. (2009) was taken into account. This methodology states a study whose results are derived from a basic inspection, an instrumental inspection and a structural analysis.

**Basic and instrumental inspections**

The basic inspection was carried out in accordance with the statements of Ortiz et al. (2015). The instrumental inspection considered the following NDT: wood hygrometry, ultrasonic wave propagation speed, sensors of temperature/relative humidity and resistography. In addition, planimetry, altimetry and optical microscopy tasks were performed in order to identify wood species and to determine damages within the material.

For the analyses through optical microscopy, small wood samples from the clock tower were extracted. For each level three samples were taken at a height of 0.5. The obtained samples were placed in sterile plastic bags and were sent to the Laboratory of Biodeterioration and Biodegradation of Materials (from the Spanish, Laboratorio de Biodeterioro y Biodegradación de Materiales) of the Civil Construction School of Universidad de Valparaiso, where they were stored at 4° C. The samples were prepared by using the techniques previously described by Blanchette & Simpson (1992). The microscopic observation and photographic capture were made through an optical microscope. The microscopic identification was carried out through the use of keys, according to the indications of Diaz Vaz (1979).

The studies of wood hygrometry, ultrasound, altimetry and planimetry were carried out in accordance with the information given by Ortiz et al. (2015). The records of temperature/relative humidity were developed for a fifteen-day-period through Escort RH Ilog instruments. Moisture content measurements were made through a xylo hygrometer MWD-14A Minipa. In the determination of the ultrasonic speeds a 54 KHz longitudinal polarity V-meter MK IV James Instruments Inc. was used. Resistographic measurements were made through a Resistograph 4453-S Scientific Rinntech.

The evaluation through NDT considered the main resistant elements from the five levels of the building, including the foundations. The construction conditions of the tower impeded the ultrasound measurement in the third, fourth and fifth levels. Temperature and relative humidity measurements for the fourth and fifth levels were not included.
Wood density was determined from the results obtained through resistography. The dynamic MOE was determined through the relationship between the ultrasonic wave propagation speed and the density of the wood using equation 1. The value obtained was related to the static MOE in flexion as established by Chauhan & Sethy (2016).

\[ \text{Dinamyc MOE} = \rho V_{us}^2 \]  

\( \rho \) = density  
\( V_{us} \) = ultrasonic wave propagation speed

Modeling and structural analysis

The modeling and structural analysis was developed by taking into account the background information obtained in the basic and instrumental inspections. The modeling also considered the use of NCh 3171 Of. 2010: Structural design-General provisions and load combinations (from the Spanish, Diseño estructural - Disposiciones generales y combinaciones de cargas) (INN, 2010) and NCh 433 Of. 1996: Seismic design of buildings (from the Spanish, Diseño sísmico de edificios) (INN, 1996). SAP 2000 v20 software was used for modeling and obtaining working stresses. In the structural analysis, the provisions of NCh 1198 Of. 2006: Wood – Timber Constructions – Calculation (from the Spanish, Madera - Construcciones en madera – Cálculo) (INN, 2006) were taken into account. This was carried out to obtain the admissible stresses in the wood.

Results

The results of the wood identification study determined that the fifteen samples collected correspond to the species *Pseudotsuga menziesii* (Oregon Pine). The presence of resin canals (Figure 2A), spiral thickening and uniseriate wood rays (Figure 2B) confirm this fact.

The studies of the basic inspection showed that the main part of the elements that comprise the building are healthy. However, there are some exceptions in the external lower part that show deterioration by the action of insects (Figure 3A) and there is some internal deterioration at the foundations level by rot (Figure 3B). Chemical degradation by defibration was also observed in the external upper levels (Figure 3C).

The instrumental studies related to the verticality of the tower established minimum deviations in the east and west facades. The north and south facades did not exceed two centimeters. Horizontality deviations were not observed.

The results of the instrumental inspection through NDT for the five levels of the building, regarding the measurements of moisture content, ultrasonic wave propagation speed, wood density determined through resistography, and temperature and relative humidity are detailed in Table 1. The determination of the normal density and wood equilibrium moisture content have also been recorded.

Table 2 shows the results of static MOE of foundations, mezzanine level and second level. The determined average value is 4.4 (GPa). The results obtained allow—in accordance with NCh 1198 Of. 2006 —classifying the elements of wood into the structural class F3 (INN, 2006).
Figure 3. A. External deterioration by the action of social insects - B. Deterioration by rot – existence of fungal mycelium - C. Chemical degradation by superficial defibration - D. Brown rot in the wood of Pseudotsuga menziessi. Source: Self elaboration.

Table 1. Results of the instrumental inspection in the five levels of the tower. Source: Self elaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Wood moisture content (%)</th>
<th>Ultrasound speed (m/s)</th>
<th>Density through resistography (Kg/m³)</th>
<th>Normal density (Kg/m³)</th>
<th>Average temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Ambient relative humidity (%)</th>
<th>Wood equilibrium moisture content (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3464</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mezzanine level</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4731</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second level</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4501</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third level</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth level</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth level</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results from the static MOE. Source: Self elaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Static MOE (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mezzanine level</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second level</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the structural modeling of the tower. The working stresses obtained through Sap 2000 and the admissible stresses, according to the Chilean regulations, of the most unfavorable elements in flexo-compression and shears are shown in Table 3. The results determined that the working stresses of the building are under the respective admissible stresses.
Figure 4. Structural modeling of the Iquique Clock Tower. Source: SAP2000 v20.

Table 3. Working and admissible stresses. Source: Self elaboration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verification in accordance with NCh 1198 Of, 2006 (INN, 2006)</th>
<th>Column 2-4</th>
<th>Column 6-8</th>
<th>Composite beam 6-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexo-compression interaction &lt; 1</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{wss} \leq F_{ass}$</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td>Satisfactory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$f_{wss}$ = working shear stress; $F_{ass}$ = admissible shear stress; $F_{ass} = 4.4$ (Kg/cm²)

Discussion

The bibliographic records account that a great part of the Chilean tangible immovable cultural heritage has been built with the wood of the non-native species *Pseudotsuga menziesii* (Oregon Pine) (Gomez, 2003; García, 2005; Ortiz et al., 2011; Ortiz et al., 2013). The above was possible due to the significant commercial exchange established between Chile and the port of California, United States, at the flourishing period of the saltpeter industry (Advis, 2009). The material was transported as ship ballast (Hermosilla et al., 2000).

The results of the basic inspection do not show signs of deep damage. Deterioration by the action of larval cycle insects and social insects are evident and are apparently inactive. The deterioration by brown rot is consistent with the corresponding wood substrate of a conifer species (Schmidt, 2006), which is shown through the loss of the original shape of the cells due to the depolymerization of cellulose (Figure 3D). Regarding the degradation by defibration caused by the existence of salt in the environment, this is related to the proximity of the building to the coast of Iquique. This can be explained by the influence of the marine mass and the Humboldt current on the coastal desert climate of the city, which is presented with high humidity and low probability of rainfall. The defibration, as described in the literature, only causes a superficial degradation (Kučerová et al., 2008). Therefore, it does not present any risk for the integrity of the tower due to its shallow depth. The analysis of the results of the geometrical evaluation of the four facades determines that the deviations are minimum and negligible. The observed deviations are attributable to the construction process and it is ruled out that these are caused by external forces or by a resistant behavior.

The values of moisture content of wood, with the exception of the fourth level (22%), are close to the Fibre Saturation Point (FSP) so there is a high probability that the material can reach the condition of liquid water inside the cell cavity. According to the recorded values of temperature and relative humidity, the equilibrium moisture content of wood should be around 15% (Table 1) (Kollman, 1959). The results show a significant difference between the wood moisture contents and the values of equilibrium moisture content, according to the estimates performed based on the prevailing environmental conditions on each of the building levels. This difference can be explained due to the existence of moisture sources, other than the environment, related to constructions adjacent to the tower and that are not properly waterproofed, thus allowing the entry of water at the foundations level. This favors the biodeterioration conditions.
The value of ultrasonic wave propagation speed, at a longitudinal direction, and at 13.6% of moisture content for the wood of *Pseudotsuga menziesii* corresponds to 4706 m/s (Niemz et al. 1994). The results obtained in the evaluation, for the mezzanine and second level, determined slightly higher and slightly lower longitudinal speed values in relation to what was reported by Niemz et al (1994). This establishes that, for the mezzanine and second level, the wood is healthy. However, the speed measured at the foundation level indicates that the wood has lost at least 50% of its mechanical strength (Ross & Hunt, 2000).

The resistographic measurements reflect the global state of the evaluated element. In addition, it is possible to estimate the wood density in accordance with different correlations reported in the literature (Acuña et al., 2011; Mantilla & Santos, 2013). The densities recorded through resistography and subsequently corrected, per moisture, to normal density values (Table 1), which considers a 12% of moisture content (Corma, 2003), determined a significant decrease in relation to the normal density of 446 (kg/m$^3$)—according to INN (1986)—established for healthy wood of *Pseudotsuga menziesii*. The performed evaluation determined that the evaluated wood elements are affected by biodeterioration agents and their damage is not visually evident in a complete way. The current state of wood reflects that it is under the recommendations of Chilean regulations. The above has an impact on its mechanical properties.

NDT integration with respect to moisture content values (Figure 5A, 5C), ultrasound speed (5B) and normal density obtained through resistography (5D) allow estimating the static MOE in bending. The evident decrease in wood density is reflected in a low MOE value. The aforementioned considerations are the basis for structural classification, being F3 the lowest category in the Chilean regulation. Notwithstanding the above, the structural formation and the low weight of the tower have contributed to a proper behavior to seismic requirements to which the building has been subject. Although the working stresses do not exceed the admissible stresses, it is important to mention that some elements at the foundations level are severely affected by biodeterioration agents. The evident decrease in the mechanical properties of these elements is worrisome. Therefore, performing intervention actions immediately in order not to jeopardize its stability is required.

**Figure 5.** NDT integration in the clock tower: A. Wood hygrometry - B. Ultrasonic wave propagation speed - C. Sensors of temperature and relative humidity - D. Resistography. Source: Self elaboration.

The results of visual inspections partially reflect the real condition of a building under evaluation. However, through the NDT integration, it is possible to obtain more accurate and objective information that contributes to a reliable development of the modeling and analysis of this structure. The above is comprised of judgment elements for decision making in the development of intervention projects.
Conclusions

The study carried out through NDT evaluated the preservation status of Iquique clock tower and its results indicate that the elements that comprise this structure are affected by biodeterioration agents.

The structural analysis determined that the working stresses do not exceed the admissible stresses. However, and facing the evident deterioration of the wood at the foundations level, it is necessary to perform intervention actions in the building.

The use of NDT allows providing accuracy in the evaluation process.
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